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Arctic ROOS

Arctic Regional Ocean Observing System
Arctic ROOS is an association of 16
members from 9IAF
European countries
founded in 2007 with the aim to
International Aeronautical Federation
foster and develop Arctic ocean observing and forecasting systems
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IPY project no. 379: "IPY Operational Oceanography for the Arctic Ocean and adjacent seas"

Objectives of Arctic ROOS

Comparison of ice concentration algorithms

http://www.arctic-roos.org

Implementation of Arctic ROOS

Ice-ocean modelling and forecasting

The main objective of Arctic ROOS is to develop
operational oceanography in the Arctic and
sub-Arctic seas as a contribution to the Global
Ocean Obsvering System (GOOS). This will be
done by:
-> In situ obsvering systems (ice buoys, ships,
moorings, floats, drifters, etc.)
-> Satellite remote sensing using active and
passive microwave, optical and infrared
data from polar orbiting satellites
-> Modelling, data assimilation, nowcasting,
short-term forecasting, seasonal forecasting,
hindcasting and validation
-> Dissemination of information products to
users

Arctic ROOS Secretariat
c/o Nansen Environmental
and Remote Sensing Center
Thormøhlensgate 47
N-5006 Bergen, Norway

* Preparations for Arctic ROOS has been done by the
EuroGOOS Arctic Task Team through workshops and
planning documents.
* A Memorandum of Understanding for Arctic ROOS
was prepared in 2007 and is now signed by 16
member institutions.
* In 2007 - 2010 a number of oceanographical and
sea ice products, data sets and high light results are
provided by the members
* The results are disseminated on the web site:
http://arctic-roos.org, where daily, seasonal and
long-term observations are available
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Monitoring of Arctic sea ice extent

The TOPAZ modelling and data assimilation system is set up
and runs operationally for the Atlantic Ocean, the Nordic Seas
and the Arctic Ocean. The figure shows sea surface temperature
(colour scale) and Arctic sea ice cover produced by the TOPAZ system.
The system is used to produce ice- ocean forecasts, and the results are
disseminated through the web site http://topaz.nersc.no.
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Validation of sea ice forecasting model
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Sea ice concentration from passive microwave data are used to monitor the ice extent. The
minimum extent in 2009 is larger than for 2008 and 2007. In 2010 the ice extent was near
the mean value in April - May, but in June the extent dropped to levels close to the minimum
values in 2007 and 2008.

Ice extent anomaly 1979 - 2010

Several algorithms used to estimate the Arctic ice area and extent are compared
from 1979 to 2008.. There is up to 1.4 mill square km difference between the
algorithms, which all use the same input data (SMMR and SSMI). The estimation
of ice area decrease over the last three decades is also different, varying from 7.2
% for the Bristol algorithm to 13.7 % for the NASA Team algorithm.

The anomaly and trend of
the daily Arctic ic extent
shows significant year-toyear variability. The minimum extent in September
of 2007, 2008 and 2009 are
clearly visible. Note that
there are also maxima in
April of 2009 and 2010.

Use of SAR data for sea ice and ocean monitoring

Sea ice forecast by the TOPAZ ocean, showing
sea ice extent for 07 June 2010 .

Difference between TOPAZ forecast and observed
sea ice extent from AMSR-E for 07 June 2010.

Anomaly and trend of
monthly mean ice extent
for September and April.
Note that the reduction of
the Arctic ice cover is
nearly 30 % for September
and about 10 % for April.

Synthetic Apeture Radar (SAR) images from ENVISAT are acquired every day
over Arctic areas and are used to estimate parameters such as ice types, ice
drift) and ocean surface wind and current.

SAR sea ice classification
Example of ice forecasting in Barents Sea using a 4 km resolution model nested to the TOPAZ
system. Left figure shows ice concentration and ice drift, right figure shows ice thickness. The
black line in the left figure shows the 15 % ice concentration from AMSRE satellite data.

Combining SAR and IR data

Example of SAR sea ice classification of four classes, using neural
network algorithm, provided by NIERSC

SAR images provide detailed information
about sea ice types, while infrared i(IR) mages
from MODIS provide data on sea surface
temperature, a combination of the two data
sets give more detailed picture of the ice
edge regions and open water areas. The
image to the left is based on data from 25
April 2008. The colours show open water with
tempereature scale from -2 °C and upwards.
the grey scale show sea ice from SAR. Such
maps are useful for studying the Marginal Ice
Zone and polynyas, such as the Storfjorden
polynya in Svalbard, as shown in this
example.
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